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Overview
• Background on arbitration and class action waiver provisions, 

including relevant Supreme Court holdings (all of which are 
outside the context of ERISA)

• ERISA-specific issues raised by recent lower court decisions

• Strategies and considerations for drafting arbitration and class 
action waiver provisions



Arbitration Basics: The FAA
• Under the Federal Arbitration Act (FAA), agreements to arbitrate “shall be valid, 

irrevocable, and enforceable, save upon such grounds as exist at law or in equity 
for the revocation of any contract.” 9 U.S.C. § 2.

• Courts have interpreted the FAA to impart a strong presumption in favor of 
arbitrability.

• The FAA sets forth a “strong federal policy in favor of enforcing arbitration 
agreements.” Dean Witter Reynolds, Inc. v. Byrd, 470 U.S. 213 (1985).

• “[A]ny doubts concerning the scope of arbitrable issues should be resolved in 
favor of arbitration,” including “the construction of the contract language 
itself.”  Moses H. Cone Mem’l Hosp. v. Mercury Constr. Corp., 460 U.S. 1 
(1983)



Arbitration Basics: Forming an Agreement to Arbitrate

• Compelling arbitration involves contract analysis: was there an 
agreement to arbitrate between the parties?

• Under the FAA, the party seeking to compel arbitration must 
show a valid agreement to arbitrate between the parties to 
compel arbitration.

• Generally, state/common law principles of contract formation govern 
the analysis. 

• The party resisting arbitration can use contract law defenses—e.g., 
unconscionability, fraud, or duress—to invalidate the agreement.



Class Action Waivers
• A class action waiver:

• Precludes would-be plaintiffs from bringing class, collective, or representative 
actions;

• Effectively allows a plan participant or beneficiary only to arbitrate on an individual 
basis, for the damages to his or her individual account.

• In Epic Sys. Corp. v. Lewis, 138 S. Ct. 1612 (2018), the Supreme Court held 
that class action waivers are generally valid if the underlying agreement is 
valid.

• The Supreme Court rejected the argument individual arbitration conflicts with 
employees’ rights under the National Labor Relations Act to engage in “concerted 
activities.”



Why Arbitration and Class Action Waivers? Benefits

• Explosion in Litigation: 2020 Numbers
• Over 200 ERISA class actions filed in total;
• Over 95 fees and investment class actions filed against 401(k) and 

403(b) fiduciaries: e.g., recordkeeping fees; investment expense and 
performance; suitability of investment options; plan structure.

• Individual arbitration (i.e., arbitration clause with class action 
waiver) avoids costly and time-consuming class actions—and 
potential for large class action recovery/settlement.

• Arbitration generally involves lower costs, less discovery, fewer 
motions and filings, and an expedited process.



Why Arbitration and Class Action Waivers?  Challenges

• Risk of multiple actions.
• Very limited ability under FAA to challenge an arbitral award.
• Potential for non-ERISA-experienced arbitrators to 

misunderstand the issues.
• Unresolved law regarding arbitrability of claims seeking plan-

wide relief.
• Still, many plans have determined that including arbitration 

provisions with class action waivers is beneficial and 
worthwhile.



Location of Arbitration/Class Action Waiver Provisions

• In-Plan
• Plan document itself contains arbitration provision
• Binds all participants and beneficiaries of a plan, as well as plan sponsors and 

fiduciaries

• Contract
• Participant has signed an arbitration agreement, or arbitration clause as part of 

employment contract or other agreement
• Individually signed

• Class Action Waiver Provision Can Accompany Arbitration Provision in 
Either Type of Document



ERISA Causes of Action

• ERISA Section 502(a), 29 U.S.C. § 1132(a), lists 11 categories of 
persons who are allowed to bring specified types of actions 
under ERISA, including:

• (a)(1) “by a participant or beneficiary” to “recover benefits due to him 
under the terms of his plan”

• (a)(2) “by the Secretary, or a participant, beneficiary or fiduciary” for 
appropriate relief under section 1109 of the title,” which, in turn, 
provides that a breaching fiduciary must restore “any losses to the plan”



Dorman v. Charles Schwab – Ninth Circuit 2019

• Clause: Plan document requires arbitration of “[a]ny claim, 
dispute or breach arising out of or in any way related to the 
Plan,” and that arbitration must be conducted “on an individual 
basis only, and not on a class, collective or representative basis.”

• Allegations:  Breach of fiduciary duty for including Schwab-
affiliated investments in the plan.



Dorman v. Charles Schwab, 934 F.3d 1107 (9th Cir. 2019)

• Holdings:

• 1. Reverses prior Ninth Circuit precedent that ERISA claims were not 
arbitrable, in light of the Supreme Court’s decision in Am. Exp. Co. v. 
Italian Colors, 570 U.S. 228 (2013) (holding that “a contractual waiver 
of class arbitration is enforceable under the Federal Arbitration Act” 
even if “the plaintiff's cost of individually arbitrating a federal statutory 
claim exceeds the potential recovery”).



Dorman v. Charles Schwab, 780 F. App’x 510 (9th Cir. 2019)

• Holdings:

• 1. Participant is bound by provision in plan document, even though he 
didn’t sign it, because under ERISA Section 502(a), the “claims belong 
to a plan—not an individual.”  Accordingly, “[t]he relevant question is 
whether the Plan agreed to arbitrate the § 502(a)(2) claims.”

• 2. Even though it is the plan’s claim (which is why the provision in the 
plan document is binding), because “such claims are inherently 
individualized when brought in the context of a defined contribution 
plan,” it can still be arbitrated on an individual basis with respect to 
“the plan losses in her own individual account.”



Smith v. Greatbanc, 2020 WL 4926560 (N.D. Ill. Aug. 21, 2020)*

• Clause: Plan document requires arbitration of “[a]ny claim . . . 
which arises out of, relates to or concerns this Plan,” and that 
any such claim “must be brought solely in the Claimant’s 
individual capacity and not in a representative capacity or on a 
class, collective, or group basis.”

• Allegations: Breach of fiduciary duty for causing the Employee 
Stock Ownership Plan (ESOP) to overpay for company stock.

* Appeal pending before Seventh Circuit.



Smith v. Greatbanc, 2020 WL 4926560 (N.D. Ill. Aug. 21, 2020)

• Holdings:
• 1. Participant is not bound by provision in plan document because he was not 

“given notice of the amendment [to the plan document] that contains the 
provision” and did not “agree[] to be bound by that amendment.”

• Rejects Dorman’s holding that “it is not an individual participant’s 
consent that matters . . . but rather the consent of the Plan,” while noting 
that “this argument might have  more force . . . [if] plaintiff had received 
notice of the amendment.”

• 2. In any event, holds that the arbitration provision is unenforceable because 
it “eliminates his right to pursue plan-wide statutory remedies that are 
expressly granted under ERISA § 502(a)(2).”



Hensiek v. Casino Queen, 2021 WL 267655 (S.D. Ill. Jan. 25, 2021)*

• Clause: Plan document requires arbitration of “any claim . . . 
which arises out of, relates to, or concerns this Plan,” and that 
any such claim “must be brought solely in the Claimant’s 
individual capacity and not in a representative capacity or on a 
class, collective, or group basis.”

• Allegations: Breach of fiduciary duty in connection with two 
ESOP transactions.

* Appeal pending before Seventh Circuit.



Hensiek v. Casino Queen, 2021 WL 267655 (S.D. Ill. Jan. 25, 2021)

• Holdings:
• 1. Participant is not bound by provision in plan document because “an 

amendment . . . implemented by the Board unilaterally and solely for its 
benefit is, at best, without necessary consideration, or at worst, illusory, 
and in either case, unenforceable.”

• 2. Provision cannot be enforced against plaintiffs under a theory of 
equitable estoppel because continued employment and the continued 
right to participate in the plan is not “a direct benefit to Plaintiffs that 
they did not already enjoy before and after the Amendment was 
approved.”



Hawkins v. Cintas, 2021 WL 274341 (S.D. Ohio Jan. 27, 2021)*

• Clause: Employment agreement requires arbitration of “all of 
Employee’s rights or claims arising out of or in any way related 
to Employee’s employment with Employer, such as rights or 
claims arising under . . . the Employee Retirement Income 
Security Act,” and that “class action and representative action 
procedures shall not be asserted, nor will they apply, in any 
arbitration.”

• Allegations:  Breach of fiduciary duty for mismanaging the 
plan’s investments.

* Appeal pending before Sixth Circuit.



Hawkins v. Cintas, 2021 WL 274341 (S.D. Ohio Jan. 27, 2021)

• Holdings:
• 1. Participants are not bound by the provisions in their employment 

agreements because they “may bring this action on behalf of the Plan 
and there is no agreement between the Plan and Cintas to arbitrate 
Plan disputes.”

• 2. Rejects the arguments that “the Plan consents to arbitration by filing 
the motion and/or that Cintas can modify Plan documents to require 
Plan claims to proceed to arbitration” – and notes, with respect to the 
latter argument, that former participants could not be bound by a plan 
amendment.



Cooper v. Ruane Cunniff, 990 F.3d 173 (2d Cir. 2021)

• Clause: Employee handbook requires arbitration of “all claims 
arising out of or relating to employment . . . Except for . . . 
ERISA-related benefits provided under a Company sponsored 
benefit plan,” and that all arbitrated claims must “be asserted, 
heard and resolved on a single Associate basis.”

• Allegations: Breach of fiduciary duty for mismanaging the 
plan’s investments.



Cooper v. Ruane Cunniff, 990 F.3d 173 (2d Cir. 2021)

• Issue #1 – Scope of Arbitration Agreement
• 1. Majority: Because “the merits of the claim” do not “involve facts 

particular to an individual plaintiff’s own employment,” they fall 
outside the scope of the arbitration agreement – which is limited to 
claims “relating to employment.”

• 2. Dissent: Under the Supreme Court’s decision in Moses H. Cone, 
“[w]here, as here, an arbitration agreement uses broad language that is 
ambiguous . . . we must resolve that ambiguity in favor of arbitration.”



Cooper v. Ruane Cunniff, 990 F.3d 173 (2d Cir. 2021)

• Why doesn’t the majority, having acknowledged that “both parties’ 
textual interpretations have some force,” apply Moses H. Cone?

• Majority suggests that an individual arbitration provision “might” be 
unenforceable because, under Second Circuit precedent, “ERISA § 502(a)(2) . 
. . require[s] parties suing on behalf of a plan to demonstrate their suitability 
to serve as representatives of the interests of other plan stakeholders,” and 
“[i]t is unclear” how that standard can be satisfied in an individual arbitration.

• Says that their reading of the provision avoids “creat[ing]” that “tension.”



Cooper v. Ruane Cunniff, 990 F.3d 173 (2d Cir. 2021)

• Issue #2 – Which Defendants Can Invoke Agreement?

• Both the district court and the dissent concluded that the agreement 
could be enforced by the plan’s “investment advisor” -- which was not a 
party to the agreement -- under the doctrine of equitable estoppel, in 
large part because plaintiff did little to distinguish his claims against 
the employer from his claims against the investment advisor.

• Majority did not reach the issue.



A few observations on DOL Regulations

• 29 C.F.R. § 2560.503-1 (Claims Procedure)
• Prohibits binding arbitration prior to the completion of the plan’s 

internal appeals process with respect to group health and disability 
benefits.

• 29 CFR § 2520.102-3 (Contents of summary plan description)
• Sets forth an example disclosure, the use of which is “deemed to 

comply” with the Department’s regulations, that includes the following 
language: “If it should happen that plan fiduciaries misuse the plan's 
money . . . you may seek assistance from the U.S. Department of Labor, 
or you may file suit in a Federal court.”



Strategies for Drafting Enforceable Provisions

• Have provisions in both individual employment agreements and 
the plan document;

• Include explicit language in individual agreements that the 
provisions apply to ERISA breach of fiduciary duty claims;

• Give participants notice of amendments to plan documents 
adding or clarifying provisions.



Other Drafting Tips (Class Waivers)

• A well-drafted class action waiver will generally:

• Preclude all actions that are not individual in nature, including class, collective, and 
representative actions;

• Reserve class action waiver validity for a court to decide;

• Include a severability clause that voids an arbitration provision if the class action 
waiver is deemed unenforceable.



Other Drafting Tips (Arbitration Provisions)

• A well-drafted arbitration provision will generally:

• Delegate as many issues as possible to the arbitrator (with the exception of issues like 
the validity of a class action waiver);

• Specify procedural rules that will govern (e.g., filing demand for arbitration with 
American Arbitration Association (AAA) and following AAA rules);

• Include fairness provisions (e.g., limit plaintiff’s cost to equivalent or court filing fee, 
and provide that arbitrator can award all ERISA remedies that an individual could 
recover in court for claims seeking individual relief).
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